Correlation of Obesity and Dental Caries
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Abstract: Background: Diets high in sugar have been associated with various health problems such as dental caries, obesity. Obesity is a commonly occurring health problem also associated with an increased frequency of food consumption with a risk of early onset of diabetes, this also has a tendency increase consumption of junk food. This altered food habits might have an effect on the oral cavity resulting in dental caries. Aim: To correlate the obesity and dental caries among individuals aged between 17-25 years. Methods: The individuals were assessed for their weight/height and DMF score. The study was conducted among the individuals aged 17-25 years. Result: The study was conducted to find the relation between the obesity and dental caries. The BMI and DMF could not be correlated.
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1. Introduction

Obesity is excessive fat that accumulates in adipose tissue to the extent that health may be adversely affected [1]. Obesity causes or exacerbates many health problems, both independently and in association with other diseases. It is associated with the development of type 2 diabetes mellitus, coronary heart disease, an increased incidence of certain forms of cancer, respiratory complications (obstructive sleep apnea) and osteoarthritis of large and small joints.[2,3] Obesity is related to several aspects of oral health, such as caries, periodontitis and xerostomia.[2,4]. Dental caries is one of the chronic infectious disease. Cause of dental caries is due to the breakdown of hard tissues like enamel, dentin and cementum. This occurs due to acid made from food debris or sugar on the tooth surface. (Simple sugars in food are these bacteria's primary energy source and thus a diet high in simple sugar is a risk factor). (BMI) means body mass index it is a value derived from the height and weight and it is expressed as kg/m².

2. Materials and Methods

Obesity is associated with increased frequency of food consumption which is also an risk factor for dental caries Hence the present study was designed to assess the correlation between dental caries and obesity. The study was conducted among the individuals aged 17-25 years. Convenient sample size of 100 dental students of first year informed consent was obtained from them they were about 25 male students and female consisted of 75 students. Height and weight was measured for all the 100 students. Body mass index (BMI) was calculated using the standard formula .Among studied subjects 11 females and 6 males were underweight, 36 females and 12 males were normal weight, 22 females and 6 males were overweight and coming to the obese people 6 females and 1 male were considered obese .28 female students were overweight and obese, 7 of male students were having overweight and obese. Rest of them are from normal weight and under weight, the average height of the students is 162.89 ± 10.120, the average weight of the students is 62.17 ± 12.979 and the average Body Mass Index (BMI) is 36.57 ± 23.4595.

3. Result

A random of 100 students in the age group of 17 to 25 years of both sexes were randomly related. Out of (100) people Male consisted of (25) students and female consisted of (75) students. Height and weight was measured for all the 100 students. Body mass index (BMI) was calculated using the standard formula .Among studied subjects 11 females and 6 males were underweight, 36 females and 12 males were normal weight, 22 females and 6 males were overweight and coming to the obese people 6 females and 1 male were considered obese .28 female students were overweight and obese, 7 of male students were having overweight and obese. Rest of them are from normal weight and under weight, the average height of the students is 162.89 ± 10.120, the average weight of the students is 62.17 ± 12.979 and the average Body Mass Index (BMI) is 36.57 ± 23.4595.

4. Statistical Analysis

A Pearson product-moment correlation was run to determine the relationship between an individual's Body Mass Index (BMI) and Decayed Missing Filling tooth (DMF). The data showed that there is no correlation between BMI and DMF.

5. Discussion

Obesity and dental caries are coincidental in many populations, probably due to the common confounding risk
factors such as intake frequency, cariogenic diet, and poor oral health. [5]. Dental caries development is the result of an interaction between genetic and environmental factors. The essential process comprises localized destruction of susceptible dental hard tissues by acidic by-products from bacterial carbohydrate fermentation [6]. In the present study, 48% of the students had normal weight, 28% of students were overweight and (7%) of people are obese. In the present study, fatty food consumption was found to more in obese group followed by overweight, normal, and underweight groups. Though it can be assumed that students with high BMI values consume more of fatty foods than students with normal or low BMI [7]. Obesity may also be due to other systemic causes for which the subjects were not evaluated, over all caries prevalence was (1.29%). The results of this study is lower than few other studies reported [7,8,9]. This could be due to either a increased frequency of consumption of foods or a decreased consumption of cariogenic substance. The relationship between being obesity and the presence of dental caries in students is far more complex than can be explained by carbohydrate consumption alone. Though obesity and dental caries are affected by dietary habits. It is not sure as the study did not include a questionnaire on their dietary habits. 48% of studies have proven that there is no correlation between (BMI) and (DMFT) score, 35% of studies had proven that there is correlation between BMI and DMFT and 19% had inverse association between dental caries BMI comes from studies in developing countries and samples with severe dental caries [10]. however the present study did not find any correlation between dental caries and obesity.

6. Conclusion

The BMI and DMF showed no correlation. This could be due to increased frequency of consumption of foods or a decreased consumption of cariogenic substances.
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